
SUNDAY, MAY 6

6:00-6:30PM Welcome Reception Milan Foyer

6:30-8:30PM Dinner and Opening Remarks with Dr. Barbara Hodges, Milan CD
Executive Director, FCIS

MONDAY, MAY 7

7:30-8:30AM Breakfast Fresco

8:30AM Welcome and Introduction Normandy B

8:40-9:55AM Keynote: Securing Your School’s Future: Normandy B 
What Business Officers Need to Know about Enrollment Management

As competition heats up, demographics shift, and education evolves, independent 
schools are increasingly challenged to sustain their models into the future.  A move 
toward strategic enrollment management (SEM)—a research-based process 
involving an integrated school-wide approach to the recruitment, enrollment, and 
retention of mission-appropriate students in sufficient quantity—will be required.  
Data rules for CFOs, but numbers only tell half of the story.  A more nuanced 
understanding of the external environment, the new customer, and admission 
policies and practices that shape the traditional admission funnel is required in order 
for business officers to make the best use of data to aid forecasting and predictive 
modeling. A strong partnership between the enrollment management leader and 
chief financial officer is critical.

Presenter: Heather Hoerle, Executive Director, The Enrollment Management 
Association

10:00-10:30AM Break | Visit the Exhibitors Normandy Foyer

10:30-11:30AM Breakout 1a: Jumping from the Plane without a Parachute Normandy A

This exciting session will offer an update on critical school and employment law 
trends and equip school administrators with practical tools to best ensure ongoing 
compliance. Topics will include: considering perpetual enrollment contracts, 
addressing social media concerns, integrating and managing issues of sexual 
orientation and gender identity, and updating student and faculty handbooks.  After 
answering more than two hundred thousand school and employment law questions 
over the past twenty years, Bill will share some of the most unique and challenging 
fact patterns that his clients have posed. In his normal participative style, Bill will 
challenge the audience to successfully navigate these demanding scenarios and 
avoid similar mistakes in the future. Come prepared to laugh, think, and maybe 
even cry!

Presenter: William T. Krizner, Esq., President, The Krizner Group
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10:30-11:30AM Breakout 1b: Defining Your Dollars: Normandy B
Building the Proper Reserves from Within

Many independent schools, we find, are following a familiar pattern regarding the 
presence and poor definition of funds on hand. It appears to be most prevalent in 
instances where residual dollars exist from prior capital campaigns, intended to pay 
down debt over time.  But, it is also reflected in countless (and oftentimes, 
controversial) transfers that occur at the end of every fiscal year.  Learn how to take 
control of your buckets of money, define and grow reserves, establish targets, invest 
better, model more accurately and eliminate the confusion surrounding your school's 
greatest assets.

Presenter: David Adams, Senior Vice President, George K. Baum & Company

11:45AM-12:45PM Breakout 2a: How to Manage the Mountains of Data Normandy A

The amount of data independent schools produce each year can be overwhelming, 
yet Business Officers want to be able to get to important information quickly.  Hear 
various techniques used to gather and track data over the years, including creating 
an annual notebook for the Head of important enrollment, financial and faculty salary 
data, as well as charts that are updated annually that show 5 – 10 years’ worth of 
history on everything from NAIS DASL information to medical insurance rates.  See 
sample schedules that are prepared annually including 14 year financial aid models, 
cost effectiveness by division, net tuition revenue by grade, dashboards, 
benchmarking, financial aid analysis, etc.

Presenter: Palmer Ball, Palmer Ball Consulting, LLC

11:45AM-12:45PM Breakout 2b: Issuing and Managing Debt: Normandy B 
What’s Right for Your School?

Review current trends in tax-exempt loan and bond financing structures.  Learn how 
to identify key issues and how to drive the financing process.  Understand the 
different type of financing options are available – and the covenants and security 
provisions that are expected for each type of structure.  Explore the risks and pitfalls 
that other schools have experienced with debt.  

Presenter: Charles E. Procknow, Executive Vice President, George K. Baum & 
Company

12:45-1:30PM Lunch Lobby

1:45-2:45PM Breakout 3a: Great to Greater: Long-Range Financial Normandy A 
Modeling for Independent Schools

 
Learn how to put the National Business Officers Association’s NBOA’s long-range 
financial model to use and the strategic questions to ask. The NBOA long-range 
financial model is an easy-to-use, 10-year budget model that is customized through 
Excel to best fit individual user needs. Used by hundreds of independent schools, 
the model generates charts and graphs that you can drop into dashboards or other 
presentations to create forecasts for tuition, enrollment, FTEs, plant replacement, 
and more. Review the workings of this model and examine ways to incorporate it 
into your school’s business operations.

Presenter: Palmer Ball, Palmer Ball Consulting, LLC



1:45-2:45PM Breakout 3b: Attracting and Retaining Top Talent Normandy B
This session will focus on hiring best practices. We will review the hiring process 
from the time a need is identified, through sourcing talent, the interview and selection 
process, the use of assessments, and onboarding your new employee to ensure 
success.

Presenter: Lisa Kemph, Chief Human Resources Officer, The Bolles School

2:45-3:10PM Break | Visit the Exhibitors Normandy Foyer

3:10-4:00PM How Do Trends Impact Independent School Sustainability? Normandy B
Why is collecting and analyzing your school's data on a regular basis so important? 
What data points should you be looking for? How do those data points predict your 
school's position in relation to financial sustainability? This session will look at school 
data trends among independent schools on a state, regional, and national level, as 
well as how those trends impact sustainability. Schools will consider their own data as 
compared to financial trends in Florida independent schools as well as on a national 
level.

Presenter: Dr. Barbara Hodges, Executive Director, FCIS

4:15-5:00PM Cracker Barrel Normandy A

6:30PM Dinner at Bucca Di Beppo

TUESDAY, MAY 8

7:30-8:30AM Breakfast Fresco

8:45-9:45AM Breakout 4a: FASB ASU 2016-14 – An Overview Normandy A
Enhance your knowledge of the new FASB standard for nonprofit financial 
statements, which represents the biggest change in nonprofit financial reporting in 20 
years. Topics covered include: major changes, practical implementation suggestions, 
future complexities in nonprofit reporting, and more.

Presenter: Michael M. Lee, CPA, National Director of Audit and Assurance 
Services, Batts Morrison Wales & Lee

8:45-9:45AM Breakout 4b: The Consultative Business Officer Normandy B

In this session, we reveal the relationship strategies of unusually successful business 
officers from across the country. By developing a consultative relationship 
with "internal customers" throughout the administration at their schools, business 
officers can facilitate greater trust and collaboration. This higher level of engagement 
increases productivity, leadership capacity, and growth. Knowing how to capture their 
attention and sustain confidence ensures the business office is highly valued and 
maintains leadership relevance.

Presenter: Scott E. Barron, Founder, School Growth LLC; and Director, School 
Growth Foundation



10:00-11:15AM Keynote: Independent Schools and the Federal Landscape Normandy B

The advent of the Trump Administration has brought about many changes for 
independent schools, and industry issues also keep evolving. What federal trends 
are impacting our school in immigration, employment, and tax policy? What 
changes are schools making in light of the number of older sex abuse cases that 
have been surfacing? How are schools managing to stay afoot and afloat during 
these changing times? Join our closing speaker as we explore these challenging 
topics and times.

Presenter: Debra Wilson, General Counsel, National Association of 
Independent Schools (NAIS)

12:00PM Departure

FCIS is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) 
as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE 
Sponsors. State boards of accountancy have final authority on the acceptance of individual 
courses for CPE credit. Complaints regarding registered sponsors may be submitted to the 
National Registry of CPE Sponsors through its website: www.nasbaregistry.org.


